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to write and republish his earlier work throughout his retirement. He died in Ankara on 30 September 2008.
Metin And produced long running radio programmes and wrote scripts for documentaries. He
specialised on the roots, interactions and cultural dimensions of traditional Turkish theatre.
Having studied the stages in the development of Turkish theatre under Western influence, he
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French Officier de l’ordre des Arts et des Lettres (1985), the Italian Order of Cavalieri (1991), and
the Turkish Academy of Sciences Service Award (1998), to name but a few.
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catalogue of the 2011 exhibition ‘A Master, a World’. New editions of his backlist are with Yapı
Kredi Publishing at present.
Some of Metin And’s works published to date are (all in Turkish unless otherwise noted): The
Noble Turk: Turks in Ballet for Centuries (1958), Forty Days and Forty Nights. Performance Arts in
Old Festivals (1959), Dionysus and the Anatolian Villager (1962), Byzantine Theatre (1962), Three
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Şa (1962), Ataç on Stage: A Study of Ataç’s Theatre Reviews and Articles (1963, 1982), Turkish
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(1969), Turkish Theatre in the Constitutional Monarchy Era (1908-1923) (1971), Turkish Theatre in
the Reform and Autocracy Eras (1839-1908) (1972), Smoke and Mirrors: The Concept of Play in
Turkish Culture (1974, expanded new ed. 2003), Ottoman Theatre: Birth, Development and
Contribution (1976, expanded new ed. 1999), Shadow Play in the World and Here (1977), Turkish
Arts in Ottoman Festivities (1982), Turkish Theatre in the Republican Era (1983), Traditional
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Turkey on the Italian Stage (1989, and an Italian edition entitled La Scena Italiana in Turchia-La
Turchia Sulla Scena Italiana, 2004), 16. Yüzyılda Istanbul: Kent, Saray, Günlük Yaşam / Istanbul
in the 16th Century: The City, the Palace and Daily Life (bi-lingual, 1994, new ed. 2011), OttomanIslamic Mythology in Miniatures (1998, new ed. 2007), The Image of Süleyman the Magnificent in
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To the queen of the art of miniature,
Esteemed art historian Filiz Çağman
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Foreword

Metin And

We have recently celebrated the anniversaries of two
states one after the other: the 75th anniversary of the
Republic in 1998, and the 700th anniversary of the Ottoman Empire in 1999. These two occasions divided intellectual opinion and especially amongst writers, who
constitute the majority in the intelligentsia.
Staunchly republican intellectuals praised the Ottoman past – effectively their own heritage. Art historians,
in particular, extolled Ottoman civilisation in dozens of
splendid publications. Opponents, in the meanwhile,
opted for newspaper comment to pillory admirers of
Ottoman civilisation in waves of condemnation ranging
from racist claims (that the Ottoman Empire was made
up of forced converts) to allegations of cowardice (that
only those too timid to launch an overt attack on the Republic sought shelter in the Ottoman past). The latter had
a degree of truth, but only for bigots, the section of society
whose appreciation of the Ottoman Empire is limited to
its Islamic character and conquests, totally ignoring the
singularly diverse nature of the empire’s civilisation. They
wax lyrical about Mehmed II for conquering Constantinople and for converting Hagia Sophia into a mosque,
but they disregard his credentials as a true Renaissance
man: a poet and an artist, and a ruler with the vision to
re-organise the state machinery to strengthen the state.
These repudiators of the Ottomans lump together all
opponents of the Republic and Kemalist reforms with
dedicated adherents of the Republic and Atatürk. The
only fault of the latter is denial of their own heritage,
as their comments range from a barely concealed accu-
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sation of perversion (‘Ottomania’) even as a columnist
hurls insults at celebrations of the 700th anniversary of
the Ottoman Empire: ‘silliness’, ‘folly’, ‘gormlessness’, and
‘vulgarity’. The same columnist draws a very dark picture of the past forty years of the Republic with accusations of ‘terror’, ‘non-democracy’, ‘black money’, ‘prostitution’, ‘luxury’, ‘bandit state’, ‘private sector mafia’, ‘dirty
business world’, ‘easy money’, ‘usury’, ‘opportunism’, and
‘worthless banknotes’, amongst other choice descriptions. Faced with such a dark portrayal of over half the
past century, won’t future generations develop the same
disdain for the Republic as they reserve for the Ottoman
Empire? Won’t they repudiate the Republic just like the
writers denying their own past today?
Take France, a country that has undergone several
regime changes throughout history: monarchy, empire,
and five republics. No citizen of the French Republic
today praising Louis XIV, the Sun King, would face accusations of anti-republicanism or allegations of royalist aspirations. French history is not entirely innocent of
black spots such as colonialism, religious intolerance or
oppressive regimes, but that history is a whole as far as
any French person is concerned. Is it possible to reject
Louis XIV without also repudiating Pascal, Descartes,
Corneille, La Fontaine, Molière, Racine, Bossuet, La
Bruyère or countless other French intellectuals? Can anyone overlook Architect Sinan and numerous other artists, poets and scientists who emerged under the reign
of Süleyman the Magnificent? Are we to reject them all?
Which European dynasty could be hailed as ‘pure’ by
racist anti-Ottoman allegations of ‘convert-forced convert’? Isn’t the Duke of Edinburgh, the Queen’s husband,
a Danish Prince born in Greece? European dynasties on
the one hand, and the USA on the other: denying the
American-ness of artists and scientists who came from
Europe in the past seven or eight decades would ignore
American art and science altogether.
There is more: who were the architects of the Republic
(led by Atatürk and his friends), if not Ottoman officers
down to a man? They had all been raised in the Ottoman
era. Are we to reject all the artistic output of the Ottoman era, the work of playwrights, painters, writers and
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poets, and only embrace their work in the Republican
era? Too many Ottoman establishments survive today to
list here in full: the Presidential Symphony Orchestra,
for instance; it was originally founded as the Imperial
Orchestra in 1827-28 and moved to Ankara in 1924, and
members of the Imperial Orchestra continued playing
for the Presidential Symphony Orchestra for a very long
time. Osman Zeki Üngör, the composer of the National
Anthem, had been trained in the Imperial Orchestra and
later became one of the first conductors of the Presidential Symphony Orchestra, a position he held until 1934.
Three institutions founded in 1868 still survive today:
the Council of State, Ziraat [Agriculture] Bank, and Galatasaray Lycée, originally known as the Mekteb-i Sultanî
[Imperial School]. A comprehensive list of present-day
organisations with roots in the Ottoman Empire would
run to several pages. In contrast, two exemplary initiatives in education and culture –the Community Centres
and Village Institutes– emerged and were abolished in
the Republican era.
Türkiye İş Bank Culture Books published two editions of my 700-page Theatre in the Republic, the first
on the 50th, and the second on the 60th anniversary of
the Republic. I was asked to write another for the 75th
anniversary by İş Bank. Having severed connections
with the theatre after 1983, however, I had neither been
to a single play, nor, indeed, read a script. So it made
sense to decline. I recommended my friend Prof. Sevda
Şener, who wrote a much more methodical book. I, in
the meanwhile, published the following on the occasion
of the 700th anniversary of the Ottoman Empire: Minyatürlerle Osmanlı-İslâm Mitologyası [Ottoman-Islamic
Mythology in Miniatures, 1998], Osmanlı Tiyatrosu [Ottoman Theatre] and Tiyatro, Bale ve Opera Sahnelerinde
Kanunî İmgesi [The Image of Süleyman the Magnificent
in Theatre, Ballet and Opera, 1998], Kırk Gün Kırk Gece
[Forty Days and Nights – on Ottoman festivals, 2000],
and finally, this title, Ottoman Figurative Arts.
Even flicking through the wealth of beautifully produced recent body of publications on the dazzling magnificence of Ottoman civilisation would suffice to embarrass its denigrators.

Fo re wo rd

There is a story behind this book too. For the past
twenty years, I had been working on another genre of
Ottoman painting, one I had named: bazaar painting. I
published several illustrated articles in a variety of magazines. Dr. Kıymet Giray –eminent art historian, critic
and author of great books on Westernised Turkish painting, and who happens to be a friend– had mentioned my
research to Câna Atınç, PR Manager at İş Bank. After a
visit by these two ladies, İş Bank Culture Books acquired
Bazaar Painters. The bank’s contribution to culture and
the arts had been initiated by Hasan Âli Yücel, the great
statesman and intellectual. That contribution did carry
on after him – albeit on a much more subdued level. It
was only when Câna Atınç took the helm that the bank
resumed strides worthy of its credentials, and there has
been a steady rise in output in the past three years. The
single greatest step was the colossal exhibition held in the
summer of 2000 in Topkapı Palace: Padişahın Portresi:
Tesâvir-i Âl-i Osman [The Portrait of the Sultan: Portraits
of the Ottoman Dynasty]. This was the result of seven
years of research to identify and gather all royal portraits
in various museums, libraries and private collections
around the world. The Treasury underwent comprehensive repairs and refurbishment that included air conditioning prior to hosting the exhibition. A splendid large
catalogue comprising papers by ten art historians on the
paintings, etchings, medallions and miniatures accompanied the exhibition. Sadly I only managed to acquire a
copy of this priceless book after mine was finished; too
late for me to refer to it.
Without the patronage of İş Bank, none of it would
have been possible: their support covers far more than
merely organising an exhibition, given the permanent
contributions like repairing the venues, restoring the
works of art (at the very least, those in Turkey), and
publishing the book mentioned above. This exhibition
was a worthy tribute to the 700th anniversary of the Ottoman Empire. I am convinced that İş Bank will create
even greater contributions to our culture and arts in the
future.
This 700th anniversary, however, demanded a more
comprehensive book than one exclusively on bazaar

painting. A large tome covering all figurative arts would
have been far more appropriate, except the vast collection of Ottoman miniature ultimately forced me to
divide the book into two volumes. I chose to consult
eminent art historians instead of conducting my own
research. Although they are all accredited in the Bibliography, I would still like to extend my thanks to several major names here: Rıfkı Melül Meriç, İsmail Hakkı
Uzunçarşılı, A. Süheyl Ünver, Filiz Çağman, Zeren
Tanındı, Nurhan Atasoy, Güner İnal, Günsel Renda,
Esin Atıl, Hüseyin Gazi Yurdaydın, Gülru Necipoğlu,
Gül İrepoğlu and Banu Mahir in Turkey, and Norah M.
Titley, Ivan Stchoukine, Ernst Grube, Glyn Munro Meredith-Owens and Rachel Milstein abroad.
This book is based on the works of the authors named
above as well as those in the Bibliography. My main objective is to illustrate their conclusions as generously as
possible as rather than seek an entirely new angle. This
was the only way of bringing so many examples together
for the benefit of readers unable to access this treasury
otherwise.
Established readers might find it somewhat puzzling
that this author, who is known to have mostly specialised on the performance arts, has chosen to write a book
of this scope on miniature. I had, in fact, published two
books in English (one was published four or five times,
and the other was an album of miniatures) as well as
several articles, but I never considered myself to be an
expert on this art. My approach to Ottoman miniature
is not one of an art historian, but I am passionate about
miniatures, and find the wealth of themes utterly fascinating. It was the latter that inspired the Albums chapter, which takes up more than half the book and displays
that range under eleven headings.
Allow me to explain the source of this appreciation.
Ethem Karatay, one of my closest friends from Galatasaray Primary School onwards, was the son of Fehmi E.
Karatay, the Director of the Istanbul University Library
– one of the top libraries in the country. Such privilege
enabled him and his friend to go there on Sundays where
the guard would unlock the door. Since Ethem knew the
location of the keys to all the rooms and cupboards, we
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were able to wander to our hearts’ content. I was quite
keen on music at the time, so we always started with
the sheet music section where I would pore over presentations made to the sultans by Ottoman and foreign
musicians, and even scribble copies whenever anything
looked particularly interesting – to try out on the piano
at home later. I would then proceed to the illustrated
manuscript section where I would gaze as if in a fantasy world, without understanding much at all. When
he had heard, Fehmi Karatay taught me about miniatures whenever I paid them a visit. One day, he gave me
a French catalogue of the illustrated manuscripts registered in the library, something he had co-authored with
Ivan Stchoukine. A few pages may now be coming loose,
but I still treasure it after all these years.
A more systematic approach bolstered my passion,
and in a 1959 book on Ottoman festivals, I reproduced
numerous miniatures from old books in black-andwhite.
When Fehmi E. Karatay was working on the enormous, four-volume catalogue of the Arabic, Farsi and
Turkish manuscripts in the Topkapı Palace Library, he
showed me several masterpieces on his desk. I looked at
them all, and returned a few days later to view a new set.
That was how I had the opportunity to familiarise myself
with major illustrated manuscripts.
My friend the producer and director Arif Keskiner
approached me for a project when he was working on
his Çağlar Boyu Anadolu [Anatolia Through the Ages],
a ten-episode documentary in English, then in the proposal stage. I picked Karagöz and the miniatures in
Topkapı Palace and wrote the screenplay; Erol Keskin
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directed both episodes. A ban on filming the illustrated
manuscripts in the palace prompted an ingenious solution: I chose the manuscripts, and my friend Ara Güler
shot large-size colour transparencies. Next, we secured a
film camera to a power lathe to control the movement of
the camera towards and away from the transparencies,
and even included a scene showing Ara Güler shooting
the transparencies to indicate that anyone wishing to
shoot a similar film would have to start in exactly the
same way. I watched those ten episodes only once. Sadly
it was never distributed. A conflict with the film lab in
Sweden ultimately denied me even a videotape of my
two episodes.
I am delighted to be publishing this book on two
counts: the first is the identity of the publisher, Türkiye
İş Bank Culture Books, the home of seven of my books
to date. I feel I am returning home with this book after a
hiatus of seventeen years. The second, effectively a prize,
was the opportunity to be immersed in this captivating
field: Ottoman miniature. On both counts, I am deeply
indebted to Câna Atınç and Şebnem Erverdi, managers
at Türkiye İş Bank Culture Books.
I would like to extend my thanks to everyone who assisted and supported me during the production of this
book: the art historians mentioned earlier, my friend
Prof. Dr. Gürbüz Erginer who always helps with the
photography, Dr. Ayşe Selen who put up with the agonising process of writing from the beginning to the end,
Ersu Pekin – the supreme master of book design, Hadiye
Cangökçe for the painstaking attention in taking the majority of the photographs in the book, and to my friend
Lokman Şahin, and Mas Printing for the printing.

On the Second Edition

M. Sabri Koz

Metin And loved Ottoman Figurative Arts I: Miniature.
He loved all his books, but his enjoyment in preparing
this book (and he enjoyed preparing them all!) came
across at once, as did his own style of reading paintings.
All this was reflected in his views on the book. As we
discussed the new editions of his books, and when to
publish which one, this particular title naturally came to
the agenda. Although Volume I had sold out in a short
time, his mind was on Volume II; he was not particularly keen on reprinting the former before he had finished writing the latter. Volume II would be much bigger
and it would include wall and ceiling paintings, carpets,
kilims, embroideries, fabrics, tile art, tasvirs in or on
metal, calligraphic painting, Turkish shadow play
(Karagöz), decoupage, book covers, drawers, boxes and
trunks, trays and sous-verre, alongside his own favourite, bazaar painting: the genre he had personally named.
I believe he defied advancing age as he continued working –at times in secret, and at others openly– on bazaar
painters, shaping his vision, using contacts to obtain
transparencies of albums in foreign collections (albums
yet to be studied in detail), making payments, and ordering colour prints. We do hold some of these prints,
but in the absence of any explanation or study, neither
his daughter Esra And, nor the editor scribbling these
lines is in a position to admit to anything other than a
state of total loss. Sadly no information survives on the
albums and paintings he had tracked down in terms of
reading or reviewing paintings.
The ultimate fate of Volume II of Ottoman Figurative
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Arts, or if bazaar painters will ever be covered in a book
are difficult questions. It troubles me to readily admit
that an unwritten book cannot be published. Such a facile retort would do immense injustice to the memory of
Metin And.
That is why the only solution I could come up with
was to compile his articles on bazaar painting and bazaar
painters, which, once gathered, would constitute a book.
Accompanied by visual material and a comprehensive
introduction written by an expert, such a book would
help illuminate an aspect of our figurative arts that have
stayed in the shadows for far too long.
The publication of Ottoman Figurative Arts II: Bazaar
Painters will therefore serve as a consolation prize, gathering everything Metin And had written on the subject,
albeit not entirely as he might have envisaged.
I am encouraged by the wealth of wonderfully comprehensive publications of the recent years on Ottoman
painting, including studies that would have impressed
Metin And; it suggests that young scholars are on the
right path. That is why I am delighted, and insist that we
must all do our part to read, research, write and publish
even more thoroughly.
Much more than a simple study of the figurative, this
book is a colourful, classified anthology of this art form,
a detailed and lavishly illustrated study. The reader is
at liberty to simply enjoy staring at Ottoman Figurative
Arts, look for a certain detail in a world of colour and
lines, or search and compile examples supporting a specific line of enquiry. Which is precisely what Metin And
would have anticipated.
I would like to take this opportunity to make a few
remarks on the content. The first concerns two collections: the references to the Metin And Collection end at
2002. He had donated his Shadow play equipment (sets
of figures for a specific play as well as stand-alone figures), in particular to several individuals and institutes.
His books, on the other hand, are safeguarded with the
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exception of the great collection of manuscripts and
printed works that were stolen (see M. Sabri Koz, ‘Metin
And’ın Yazma Oyunlar Hazinesi ya da Gidenler, Kalanlar...’ Metin And: Daima Oyun, Her Daim Oyuncu, Ed.
M. Sabri Koz, YKY, Istanbul 2011, pp 63-85). The second
is the Hans Peter Kraus Private Collection, mentioned
three times. Kraus is quite possibly the most eminent
and appreciative dealer in rare books, and his autobiography was published in Turkish as Nadir Kitap Destanı
[Legend of Rare Books], trans. Nurettin Elhüseyni, Müteferrika, Istanbul 2005. The Kraus Collection might well
have been dispersed or handed over to someone else.
New editions of Metin And’s work will continue with
the four-volume history of the theatre (Geleneksel Türk
Tiyatrosu, Tanzimat ve İstibdat Dönemlerinde Türk Tiyatrosu, Meşrutiyet Döneminde Türk Tiyatrosu and Cumhuriyet Dönemi Türk Tiyatrosu), Çarşı Ressamları and
40 Gün 40 Gece. Other books and articles on matters
cultural as yet uncompiled into book form will also be
published.
I owe a debt of gratitude on behalf of Metin And to
Ersu Pekin and Hadiye Cangökçe for their boundless
support for this new edition, to all the museums and collectors whose first edition visuals were reused, and to the
Türkiye İş Bank Culture Books.
There is the occasional identical or very similar turn
of phrase in the book. This is quite common in repeated
references to a certain topic or further, detailed study,
and it could also be regarded as a charming stylistic trait.
The editor takes all responsibility for the detailed Index at the end, although it was initially prepared during
Metin And’s life, and as such, is suitable for a multitude
of purposes. We would be grateful for any corrections
and additions deemed necessary despite all the care taken to date.
I wish to thank Feyza Howell, who translated the
book into English, for her many useful corrections and
suggestions about the content and the style.

1
Introduction to
Ottoman Figurative Arts
The term ‘figurative arts’ in the title does bear explanation. Why ‘figure’ [tasvir] and not illustration or drawing or painting? This was just one of the terms used by
Ottomans. Our intention here is to cover not only
paintings and drawings on paper, but also on a variety
of media. A drawing or painting can be abstract,
whereas representation denotes a figurative piece of
work, one that depicts living creatures, nature and
buildings in particular. This means arts concerned
with representation of a model. The word tasvir is still
used today, in referring to the colourful puppets made
of skin used in Karagöz shadow theatre, for instance.
Also worth mentioning is the word ‘musavvir’, derived
from the same root to mean someone who creates tasvir; as we shall see later, Ottomans used a variety of
terms to describe painters, but musavvir was the most
common of all.
Another necessary explanation concerns the use of
plural ‘arts’ as demanded by the variety of media, purposes and functions of the said arts. This book was in
fact planned to cover figures in two and three dimensions of all materials and for all purposes. Since a single volume, however, would have been of an unwieldy
size, the material has been divided into two volumes.
This first volume is dedicated to the Ottoman art of
miniature. The second will cover bazaar paintings
and painters, which I shall explain in brief. This will
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be the longest section of the book. We will also touch
on carpets, kilims, embroideries, fabrics, tasvirs in or
on metal and stone, painting sous-verre, wall paintings,
calligraphic painting, decoupage, Karagöz and puppet
tasvirs and painting on tiles. Another part of the study
covers the ephemeral tasvirs that have not survived to
our time, either because they had temporary purposes,
or were flimsily made – such as the three-dimensional
statues that housed fireworks for festivals, again, threedimensional figures used in archery, gigantic puppets,
and tasvirs made with oil lamps and kites. They might
not have survived, but are documented in many miniatures reproduced here.
Three distinct types of art developed in Turkey, each
specific to its social environment: 1. Village art that
developed in the countryside, 2. Provincial art, and 3.
Urban or metropolitan art that flourished in the capital
of the Ottoman Empire. That last type covers the miniatures and bazaar paintings that comprise the subject
matter of this book.
Some explanation on the development of each artistic tradition would be helpful. Despite the legacy of
the Anatolian civilisations and the traditions brought
over from Central Asia, Anatolian villagers largely
preserved their own identity throughout the distinctly
different civilisations that ruled them for hundreds of
years. Village art specifically differs from urban art in
that it rejects the latter’s more refined artistic values and
search for aesthetic beauty; instead, it emerged in a different environment for different purposes. Village art
serves a useful purpose rather than aesthetics, whereas
urban society –an increasingly more affluent and more
privileged population of artists and city-dwellers– turn
towards a more refined artistic expression. Village art,
on the other hand, pursues a far more direct objective
such as serving a specific function or helping communication between individuals. The embroidery made (or
kilim woven, or article sewn) by a village woman for
either herself or her family serves a functional purpose.
Take the language of flowers, for instance. In the
countryside, they symbolise words. Every flower and
every flower colour has a distinctive meaning, and the
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majority of garments are in a floral motif. In some regions, hyacinths symbolise love and happiness; purple
hyacinths, a young maiden in love; pink hyacinths, an
engaged young woman; and white hyacinths, rectitude
and loyalty. Brides wear headscarves adorned with carnations in some regions and roses in others. Roses symbolise young maidens, whereas wild roses speak of a
woman whose husband has gone to strange lands. A girl
about to marry the man she loves wears almond blossoms. In some villages, newlyweds wear baggy trousers
in a floral pattern.
More important than these symbols in village art
are items concerned with their customs, religious beliefs, habits and in particular daily lives. Although they
can be described as utilitarian –given they serve certain fundamental functions– there is more than simple
utility here. What really matters is symbolism alongside
function. Charms, masks and evil eye beads, for instance, are enormously significant in wishes for a good
harvest, fertile livestock, love, easy childbirth and cure
for a deadly disease, and are routinely used to ward off
jealousy or wreak vengeance.
Relatively untouched by external influence due to remoteness, much of village art has remained authentic
even as regional characteristics evolved. Village art is
fundamentally non-urban. Provincial art, on the other
hand, has developed a regional style derived from the
contemporary artistic values of big cities: commerce,
communications, urbanisation and the arrival of appointed officials have conveyed one form of art from
one place to the other, raising urban art to aspirational
levels. The tastes of statesmen arriving from the big cities or those of the local dignitaries tended to favour urban arts, a factor in denying provincial art authenticity.
Countless miniatures testifying to this phenomenon fill
museums, starting with the Topkapı Palace Museum.
Provincial societies yearning for the artistic life of the
metropolis ended up creating neither village nor urban
art. Provincial patrons are either the aristocracy growing away from the court, or the wealthy and the middle classes who reject their own village origins –genetic
and cultural– and who are responsible for the develop-
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ment of village art; even the finest pieces of provincial
art, therefore, can bear village art characteristics on the
whole.
Urban art that developed in Istanbul (as well as in
Bursa and Edirne, when those two cities served as the
capital of the Ottoman Empire), in the meanwhile, can
be studied under two main headings: court painting
and bazaar painting. Since the similarities and differences between these two art forms are studied in great
detail in Volume II –which focuses on bazaar painting,
at any rate– it makes sense to touch on the differences
here.
A fourth art style emerged in religious orders in the
cities and the countryside, quite distinct from village,
provincial and urban art: mystical-spiritual art served
an entirely different purpose.
As noted earlier, functions, styles, social structure
and regional differences meant that the first and third
developed quite independently of each other, and thus
have no discernible similarities whatsoever. The only
points of convergence might involve indirect interaction under some circumstances. The decorated trees
(extensions of the ancient thyrsus) paraded in weddings and circumcision festivals between the 15th and
19th centuries are still seen in Anatolian villages today,
a custom still known by the ancient Ottoman names of
nahıl, gelbere, wedding banner, toğlar, yom, and şah.
Another custom concerns dolls, effectively representational images popularly believed to possess magical powers: today, the most common prayer for rain in
Anatolian villages is the aptly named Rain Doll, whose
roots go back to Central Asia. It usually consists of two
crossed sticks, dressed and finished with a headscarf.
These are known by a variety of names depending on
the region: Bride, Rag Man, Scoop Lady, Çömçe Bride,
Kepçecik, Bodi Bostan, Bride Gok, Scoop Head, Water Bride and Kodu Bride. Often made by children, it
is sprinkled with water and taken from door to door,
accompanied by singing and tongue twisters, with certain variations in local customs. Villagers standing on
rooftops might sprinkle the children with water, or offer food.

Spiritual or religious art transforms an ancient idea
into a symbolic depiction, just like an artistic formula to
shape a fundamentally sophisticated idea. Notions once
considered to be conceptual or abstract can similarly be
transformed into a more dynamic and humanistic form
through art. Objects produced for religious or magical
purposes beyond royal or bazaar circles may very well
carry additional aesthetic values. They may even be
considered utilitarian since their symbolic value serves
certain basic religious functions. They might be safeguarded as holy objects in mosques and lodges, hang
on the walls or symbolise saints. All objects that either
bring prosperity or good, or protect against the evil eye
and wickedness in general are traditionally considered
as magic. Even colour is a matter of grave importance
in purpose and function. So objects created for the purposes of decoration or fine arts need aesthetic values
first and foremost, whereas village and mystical arts
uphold function above all.
Despite the popularity of Sufi art, figures in religious art were confined only to the Mevlevi and the
Bektashi orders [Jong, 7-29]. Amongst the variety of objects believed to possess protective powers and used
in lodges and mosques were small-scale models of the
weapons used at the time, stuffed crocodiles, pieces of
bone, prayer rugs of deerskin and objects attributed to
either saints or the public. Other similar objects hanging in lodges were antlers, ostrich eggs, corncobs and
various shells. A fine example of utilitarian religious
art is found in the Konya Mevlana Museum; the April
Bowl was used to collect April rains to increase the fertility of the soil. Another Mevlevi belief concerns dipping one end of Mevlana’s turban into water, which is
then known as destar water. Its intriguing manifestations include a bowl with a lid on which is a rooster in
relief, surrounded by humans and animals; a man sits
cross-legged, holding a half moon, and a rider holding a
bird of prey. The rooster is an important sacred beast in
Bektashi belief: a tombstone in Tokat Museum depicts
a two-headed rooster. Other reliefs and decorations frequently seen in Bektashi buildings are depictions of lions, pigeons, geese, storks and falcons.
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